
LATEST NEWS:

Follow Woodbridge on Twitter ‐
https://twitter.com/WoodbridgeRugby

Interested in playing TOUCH rugby? See the club website
for details or follow this link:
http://o2touch.mitoo.co/teams/267215#squad

Coaches meetings – the last Friday
of the month

Help needed in the Kitchen this
weekend due to additional
matches being played – please
refer to emails

THE WARRIOR
Hi everyone. Welcome to the latest release of ‘The
Warrior’ for the 2014/2015 season of the
Woodbridge U13’s.
On a crisp and sunny Sunday morning we visited
Hadleigh for a return match following their trip to
Woodbridge, and an opportunity to reverse our
recent defeat and get back to winning ways.
With 11 of the squad missing through injury or
holidays, we fielded 17 fully committed Warriors to
take on the best that Hadleigh had to offer,
including a couple of their U14s thrown in for good
measure…
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HADLEIGH ‐ AWAY – COACH’S REPORT:
“Well done lads! It was a really solid team performance
against an improving Hadleigh side that included 2 of their
U14 players. The result was important but not as important
as the way in which we prepared and played the game. The
scrum was solid as always and gave the backs the platform to
work from.
The play of match (for me) was a second half try from a
scrum where the ball was cleanly hooked out as quickly as it
played in and it went through three sets of backs hands for a
try. It looked simple because it was basic skills carried out
very well and at speed. There were so many good
performances that the Man of the Match list was very long.
The tackling is showing signs of improvement but we were
still guilty of being too high on occasions. The ref was
impressed by the performance with his only observations
being encroachment from set plays and going off our feet at
the rucks (but somehow International Players are allowed to
do it !) ” IAN

RESULTS F A OPPOSITION TRY SCORERS

Warriors 27 5 HADLEIGH ISAAC 3, SAM D, 
CHARLIE

FIXTURES H/A OPPOSITION INFORMATION

01 MAR HOME DISS 9.00 at club

08 MAR TBA TBC

15 MAR TBA IPSWICH YM TBC

22 MAR AWAY FESTIVAL TBC

28 MAR AWAY LEICESTER TIGERS TRIP

29 MAR CANCELLED

05 APR CLOSED EASTER SUNDAY

12 APR AWAY DISS FESTIVAL TBC

“It was time for revenge against Hadleigh after they beat us
at home. With the pitch resembling a bog the boys needed
to do the basics well. They dominated the set pieces and
passed the ball along the line very well allowing the centres
and wings to see plenty of action. The most impressive thing
for me was the way they defended. Much of the first half
was played in our half/22 but the boys would not give
Hadleigh anything! Well played boys!!” STEVE
“Normality has been restored…! The recent defeat to
Hadleigh was extremely frustrating, and I was delighted on
Sunday having avenged the result in such great fashion. The
Hadleigh coach even asked at the end if this was our 1st

team – such was the difference in our attitude and
performance on the day. We asked the boys to keep things
simple in the heavy conditions: retain possession, get the
ball out wide, and communicate. It wasn’t easy, and it
certainly wasn’t pretty, but we stuck to the game plan
bettering our opponents in every aspect of the game. A very
impressive performance all round. Well done boys” JON
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